standard feature phone. The encrypted android tablet is primarily used
to administer the S-CAFH survey instrument using a “ComputerAssisted Personal Interview,” or “CAPI” application. The app guides our
interviewers through the survey in a clear and consistent manner for
quality control and the reduction of entry errors. At the same time, our
interviewers are thoroughly trained to navigate the paper version of the
survey should the technology fail or become unavailable for any reason.
Backups and systems redundancy are key features of continuity of
operations planning.

Above: Evan Planas using his tablet in
the field on a rainy day

The second purpose of the tablets is to provide a mobile data
infrastructure which leverages a geographic database of randomlyselected addresses to visit. This allows our team to enter specific
information about each household we visit in our attempt to conduct
interviews. This information then populates our “tracking database,”
which is used to help our management teams assign cases, monitor staff
effort, address quality control concerns, and adhere to pre-determined
protocols and procedures.

More on How it Works!
For this status update, we asked Jonathan to explain in more detail how the technology actually works. Read on to see
what he has to say!

A unique feature of this study is the sheer geographic reach of our field operation, which is essentially the length of the
New Jersey Coastline. Through two Google Grants for advanced Google Maps applications, we are able to securely
distribute maps of our sampled regions and households from across New Jersey to each of our interviewers’ tablets as
well as to headquarter offices. These maps, displayed on Android tablets, help our management teams to
geographically coordinate our field efforts. Real-time GPS technology in conjunction with these maps enables our field
team to know they are at the correct geographic location when trying to locate eligible study respondents.
The tablet management technologies we employ help assure the physical security of our devices, the safety of our field
team, and the data security of our respondents’ information. Once connected to the Internet, survey data are
transmitted and stored in a “cloud” instantaneously, which ensures that we do not lose important survey and tracking
data. If a device is lost or stolen, we are able to locate and lock the device immediately as well as send a remote
commend to securely wipe and reset the device.
Technology is rapidly evolving and dynamic. Mobile technologies, in particular, continue to improve with new features
added on a near-daily basis. These mobile technologies, although powerful, still require much attention to maintain
system integrity. Our team has been fantastic adopters of these tools and as such, the amount of information we are
able to rapidly access, collect, transmit, and leverage is impressive and has been central to our successful field
operation.

If you are interested in reading other status updates or finding out more about the study, please visit www.scafh.org.
Status Update #1 describes the community stakeholder meetings held in Summer 2014 and Status Update #2 explains
the initial field efforts. If you would like to be added to our mailing list or have further questions, please contact us at
info@scafh.org
For further information, contact info@scafh.org or visit www.scafh.org.

